Tate Technology, LLCTM Announces Successful Proof of Efficacy Results for its
Patent Pending “Safety Headwear” designed for Soccer containing “Coil Sports Safety
TechnologyTM,” Marketed as “Advanced Concussion Technology.”
Monday, September 28, 2015
Los Angeles, CA – Tate Technology, LLCTM (“Tate,” or the “Company”)), an intellectual property sports safety think
tank, released today the Company’s highly successful proof of efficacy test results surrounding Tate technology’s patent
pending “Safety Headwear” containing “Coil Sports Safety Technology,TM” as used in conjunction with additional
specified material science in its soccer headband patent. Tate’s coil technology will be marketed under “Advanced
Concussion
Technology”
by
Tate,
or
ACTT!
This is one of the Company’s pending patents in process
of R&D and testing.
“Safety Headwear” using
“Advanced Concussion TechnologyTM” in conjunction
with a specified dilitant to mechanically correlate the
“Coil System” at impact is designed to dissipate and
energy attenuate at “compression.”
Soccer presents a unique subject for wearer safety and functionality – meaning a lightweight, but effective headband or
skull cap designed to protect the wearer yet not interfere with playing the game. Most soccer impacts result from contact
with the ground or other players – not the ball itself in ambient temperatures. The ball can become more problematic at
extreme cold temperatures as the external material of the soccer ball becomes less “elastic.” The coefficient of restitution
changes with temperatures. Tate Technology officials expect these significant results to improve safety in soccer
headbands, and enhance consumer/player confidence in their protective gear when used in playing soccer.
About Tate Technology, LLC
Tate Technology, LLC was founded 4th Qtr. 2011 by Jenny Tate Morgan, granddaughter of John Tate Riddell, founder of
Riddell Football in the pursuit of technology improvement (Please visit: http://www.tatetechnologyllc.com/history). Tate
Technology assembled a scientific team of industry experts and engineers, PhD, and MD’s, along with a seasoned board
of directors from Fortune 100 and major brand name US-based companies. Tate also attracted an advisory board of key
sports celebrities who have a vested personal interest to see technology improvements brought to fruition. For more
information about the Company, please visit http://www.tatetechnologyllc.com/about, as well as to read more about
Tate’s entire intellectual property portfolio including a new liner system, neck protection, etc., please visit
http://www.tatetechnologyllc.com/solutions.
About “Safety Headwear,” and “Advanced Concussion TechnologyTM”
“Advanced Concussion TechnologyTM” is designed to dissipate and energy attenuate by redirection of mechanical energy
perpendicular to the incident blow, which is accomplished by mechanical energy transfer from the bulk filler material (i.e.
the dilitant) into the network of interconnected coils/rings. It also transforms compression and tension effects on the
headband into compression and rarefaction in the network of coils that facilitates dispersion of the mechanical energy
from the impact into the coils and dilitant over the entirety of the soccer headband. The energy waveform travels around
the coils splashing against itself dissipating and energy attenuating the impact force. Tate’s proof-of-efficacy testing in its
“Safety Headwear” conclusively proves that the collective system is extremely effective in reduction of g-force – up to
55.8%; Severity Index (“SI”) – up to 83.4% using the Company’s calibrated Drop Testing System – all in a lightweight
headband at 6.5 ozs. The Company is in continued testing of additional structural designs of the “Advanced Concussion
TechnologyTM” seeking to further increase performance.
For more information, please visit
http://www.tatetechnologyllc.com/technology.
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